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Research task
• Research question: What should a manager do to

improve the efficacy of an innovation network?
• Research aim: to formulate a holistic model of network

management that managers can follow to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of an innovation network

• Empirical context: elderly care in Finland
• Although we search for a model of network

management, we maintain the understanding that the
phenomenon of networking is inherently complex and
networking situations are idiosyncratic (Hibbert et al.
2008)
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Research method
• Action research: network management inverventions and

learning from the interventions
• A three year (2008-2011) project on creating elderly care

networks and improving their functioning in two cities in
Finland

• More than 100 workshops in 8 different networks
– 10-100 participants per workshop
– Target: to develop new services, to solve problems in new ways,

and to improve network functioning
• Data: individual and focus group interviews, field notes,

researchers’ diaries, survey questionnaires
• Analysis: finding patterns in the data concerning factors that

are related to the research aim
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Action research project:
Driving change in welfare for the elderly

Research project funded by
the European Social Fund



Empirical context: elderly care
• Vantaa city

– City level elderly care strategy (new strategic targets, network
building)

– Home care (problem-solving, technology strategy, better
relationships to other units)

– Informal care (new service development)
– Senior info and senior wellbeing clinic (new service development)
– Day care services for the elderly (problem-solving, new service

development, new regional networks)
• Espoo city

– Home and disabled care (problem-solving, new service
development, relationship building)

– Acute care value chain (problem-solving, network building)
– Geriatric quick response teams (new service development,

problem-solving)



Background: Categories of inter-organizational
management studies (Hibbert et al. 2008)

Categories that help to conceptualize
the nature of collaboration and
identify management challenges

Categories that offer prescriptions or
responses to management
challenges

Category Examples Category Examples

Category I:
Life-cycle, stages,
and phases

Phases such as problem
setting, selection, direction
setting, getting engaged,
learning to collaborate,
structuring, stabilization,
dissolution.

Category IV:
Competencies,
behaviors, and tasks

Network building
capabilities; activities such
as consensus building and
problem solving

Category II:
Analytical
conceptualizations:
typologies, models,
and diagnostics

Network typologies with
different categorizing
variables, such as
hierarchical levels, and
degree of risk or trust

Category V:
Guidelines and
process steps

Descriptions of best
practices,  contingencies
of best practices, steps of
effective networking

Category III:
Success and failure
factors

Lists of success factors
promoting or inhibiting
networking success,
measurements using single
or multiple criteria

Category VI:
Tools and facilitation

Techniques for categories
IV and V, such as project
management techniques
and group work facilitation
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7th category that combines the previous
six categories
• A summarizing, holistic framework
• This holistic framework is neither fixed nor precise

– “Collaboration is too complex and idiosyncratic for precise
prescriptive remedies.” (Hibbert et al. 2008)

– The holistic framework is useful precisely because it provides
the network manager with a general typology of research
contributions that can be used as “handles for reflective
practice” (Hibbert et al. 2008)
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Innovation networks and their functioning
• Instability arising from uncertainty regarding future behavior, absence

of an authority (Parkhe, 1993)
• Innovation network management involves (Dyer and Nobeoka 2000):

– Using appropriate governance mechanisms
– Developing inter-firm knowledge sharing routines
– Making appropriate relationship-specific investments and
– Changing the partnerships as they evolve, while managing partner expectations

• Innovation networks need knowledge management, including sense-
making of dispersed knowledge and emerging new ideas (Möller &
Rajala, 2007; Harmaakorpi & Melkas, 2005)

• Innovation network management is more an activity of orchestrating a
group of independent actors rather than tight coordination (Dhanaraj &
Parkhe, 2006). Three key tasks:
– Ensuring knowledge mobility
– Managing innovation appropriability, and
– Fostering network stability

• Innovation network success depends on size and diversity of members
and density of connections between them (Dhanaraj & Parkhe 2006;
Doz et al. 2000; Lorenzoni & Baden-Fuller, 1995)



Trust and commitment as the basic elements
of a functioning (innovation) network

Actors know
each other

Actors commit
to the network

Actors trust
each other
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Trust and commitment
• Basic elements of a functioning network (e.g. Morgan & Hunt 1994)
• Trust evolves over time between actors (Inkpen & Currall 2004; McEvily et al

2003) and increases the likelihood of commitment in joint activities (Håkansson
& Snehota 1995)

• Trust and commitment grow over time as the actors learn to know each other
and create shared values (Dwyer et al 1987; Hunt & Morgan 1994a)

• At the beginning of a relationship trust and collaborative objectives create the
climate for and shapes interaction between the partners, while later in the
relationship learning and trust co-evolve (Inkpen & Currall 2004; Laaksonen et
al. 2008)

• As trust increases, so does the willingness to take risk and commit to
collaboration. Commitment makes people more willing to invest their time,
effort, and attention to collaboration (McEvily et al. 2003).

• Trust has direct benefits related to communication, conflict management,
negotiation processes, satisfaction, and individual and unit level performance
(McEvily, Perrone & Zaheer 2003)

• Trust induces positive interpretations of other’s behavior, resulting in improved
cooperation (McEvily et al. 2003)

• Lack of trust induces concealment and distortion of information, increases the
likelihood of misunderstanding and misinterpretation, and results in the lack of
open discussion (Zand 1972)
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Results
• Main result:

A process model for managing development networks in
the field of integrated care

• Detailed results:
Dynamic interaction patterns between various elements
that are related to the functioning of networks:
– Actor roles
– Teamwork/participative methods
– Planning, doing, evaluating etc. activities
– Resources and capabilities
– Trust and commitment
– Etc.
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What is a ”network management” and a
”network manager”?
• Network management is something that people do

– tasks that increase the level of trust and commitment or improve
the functioning of a network in some other way

• Network management is not something done by
‘managers’ only (Järvensivu & Möller 2009)

• There can be a “network manager,” but the creation of
trust and other managerial functions can also be
performed by others

• In other words, any or all actors in a network can
perform network management tasks

Timo Järvensivu
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Holistic model of network management

Timo Järvensivu
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Phase 1:
There is a
challenge and
manager realizes
the need for
network building

Network
management
activities in Phase 1

No
success

Success

Phase 2:
Network discusses
and agrees upon joint
goals  and methods of
cooperation

Network
management
activities in Phase
2

Phases 3a and 3b:
Network collaborates
and evaluates its
success continuously

Network
management
activities in
Phases 3a and 3b

Phase 4:
Network continues to
collaborate, but the focus
turns into getting the
‘network of networks’
involved

Network
management
activities in Phase
4

No
success

Success No
success

SuccessNo
success

Success
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Holistic model of network management

1) Identification of
networking challenge,
organizing first
network meetings

2) Network together:
agreeing on network-
level goals and working
methods

3a) Systematic
planning and doing
together as a
network

3b) Systematic
evaluation together
as a network

4) Diffusing the results and
networking capabilities

Start
here!
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Discussion and conclusions 1/2
• The practice of network management can be understood as a

holistic ‘whole’
– The model  brings together complex concepts as trust,

commitment, and management tasks –but does not reduce any of
these into a particular (and thus inevitably partial) ‘variable’ of
network success as previous research has tended to do

– It is not any single element that counts, but the comprehensiveness
and adaptability of the ‘whole’

• Attempts to reduce network management practice into
particular theoretical models (phase models, success factors,
managerial steps, etc) are inevitably imprecise, because
none of these alone is able to capture the complexities and
dynamics of reality
– Any complete theory of network management has to account for

the need to look at the reality simultaneously from several angles
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Discussion and conclusions 2/2
• Much in line with existing innovation literature (e.g.

Dhanaraj and Parkhe 2006), our model highlights the
importance of fostering knowledge mobility and network
stability.
– Creating trust-supporting collaboration structures will open up

knowledge sharing, enable collective learning, and help to
stabilize the network

– Innovation appropriability did not come across as a key issue in
our study, perhaps due to the large role of the public sector in
the studied context (i.e. non-profit orientation)
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Thank you!
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